President Seagull Takes Subway

Baruch Students Question His Vast Wardrobe

By CARMEN MOTO

Jonathan Livingston Seagull, president of Baruch, has decided to begin taking the subway to school, giving up his college-provided limousine service, in an uncharacteristic wave of altruism. The money previously used to fund the Seagull's limo will now go towards hiring more professors to open up more business courses for students.

"I could no longer justify living this jet-set lifestyle knowing that many poor, suffering Baruch students were getting closed out of courses because of a lack of funds. You know I've been told that some of then actually can't graduate on time because of that!"

While Seagull proclaims the subway has given many students their first glimpse of the president, sources say that with New York City's mass transit system has not been an easy adjustment for him. Said Pablo Eclair, chief academic officer and provost, "He still can't get used to the fact that a telephone and a TV set are not immediately available in a subway car."

Meanwhile, rumors are flying that Seagull, in order to hire more guidance counselors, is giving up his CUNY-funded city apartment and has actively cut down on his clothing expenditures. The latter change was first noticed during the leadership of the Real Estate Board when an astute student leader picked up on the fact that Seagull apparently owned only one pair of jeans, and questioned him about it.

TAKING EDUCATION TO NEW HEIGHTS

By BIBI MAMMID

Under pressure from students, faculty, and vandals residing in nearby welfare hotels, a crack-team of space analysts hired by Baruch College has developed what they have dubbed a "futuristic resolution" to the dilemma of overcrowded classrooms. In the proposal written by team leader and "seatin coordinator" Arnold Longform, the answer to the problem lies in "efficiency vehicle desk placement."

"Just picture in stead of a standard desk, a student you can have different levels to fit over one hundred, sort of like a dimensional effect." Longform's theory, called the Skyscraper at End of Space Max,imization in Urban Classrooms, has been applied in over eight New York junior high schools and is becoming increasingly popular in overpopulated Third World countries. He featured last month on the cover of Memobonchers Digest in a story entitled "Students on the Rise: A Surefire Way to Raise Intell."".

There are still a few problems with the plan that has already cost Baruch over $200,000, and not only when compared to the cost of renting extra building space. Longform's assistant, Dr. Elliot Penfield, has commented on the various "kinks" in the system. "Well, you see, to increase the effi ciency of this plan, nine credits would be offered to students as a requirement for admission into these highly futuristic learning centers."

The classes are Contemporary Problems of Urban Posture, Advanced Contortion (with a short overview on the history of gymnastics), and a seminar on Learning Beyond the Classroom. (Old coke bottles or any other human ash receptacle.)

Student Government Funds Religious Cult Figures

By K. E. PARDO

Ira Crookards, president of the DSSG, said he is surprised that the student government has been improperly funding religious and cult figures such as the Bhagwan Rajneeth, the Reverend Sun Yung Moon and his Unification Church, and Tammy Faye Baker.

Crookards claimed that all are a group of clubs chartered with the DSSG. According to no documentation to verify this could be produced, Crookards said, "Hey man, you can't jump to conclusions about improper funding just because my version of the truth doesn't coincide with the evidence."

According to college rules, all clubs, student organizations, and cultural must be chartered by the Day Session Student Government Council. This charter must also include a list of purposes and a list of at least 10 members. All must be present before a group may receive student funds money.

During the initial search as March 1, 1988 for DSSG documents concerning this matter, Crookards said that OSSG "decided to go it alone" for their own funds. According to Medical Illy, director of OSSG, all other documents held by the student government had been sent out for copying. Said Illy, "We sent those sheets of paper along with our形 for Student Eggs and Ham, out for reproduction. Ira [Crookards] surely could have been back in a semester or two after he's gone."

Crookards would not comment on the absent records. Vice president Chapter One Genesis of the DSSG did say, "I am Sam, Sam I am. Would you like some green eggs and ham? That's a great quote and it is our favorite book."

A second student denies charges that DSSG documents produced three vouchers showing payments made to the Bhagwan and Mrs. Baker. The first, he said, could be traced back to the Bhagwan on February 16. He purchased inexpensive air filters and beans for one of his 50 Rolls Royce. The teacher for comment in his home in Canada, the Bhagwan said, "Yes my son, I'mCrookards is so very, very kind for buying me accessories of my car. The Baruch DSSG has been working on this in my year of me."

The Bhagwan fled this country early last year when faced with charges of tax evasion.

The second two vouchers, dated February 18, were used to purchase three pounds of rough, fifteen bottles of mascara and three chokers for Tammy Faye Baker. Also, a book, Lily Munster's Guide to Ghoulishy Good Health and Beauty, was bought. We were unable to reach her for comment. But, The Tickler did receive a mask and Bear- tained sheet letter thanking the DSSG for its continued generosity towards lost causes.

Faced with more documents, Morphet Nonmen, chairperson of the student council, said she could not be happy over the vote to charter these two figures as cults or clubs. "But, if Ira [Crookards] says we must have, even if there are no funds, we must have the funds to do it. Moneynone said, "We all kind of worship him around here, you know."

The normally unresponsive Crookards made one final comment: "These charges are a conspiracy. If I want to, I mean the students, money to a man who doesn't know the difference between a 'bursar' and 'treasurer' unless he was chartered with the DSSG," he said.

Crookards challenged the press to "look into" what these were not chartered clubs or cults. "Since there are no documents that say otherwise, then I am right," said Crookards.

Crookards is a senior at Baruch and was twice as assistant national chairperson for the presidential campaign of Gary Hart, this last year.
No More Student Rosters

Hulk Hogan was disqualified from Wrestlemania IV and the World Wrestling Federation title. Although Wrestlemania may miss the Hulkster, Baruch College won’t. Hogan will take over as Supreme Head Officer of Campus Security. His major concerns, aside from the usual vandalism, petty larceny and students without I.D. cards, are Campus terrorism, corrupt DSSG officers, Poppla Sam’s onion rings and Joel Seek Bull’s wardrobe. Hogan’s first change as head of security will be to “fire all the security guards. Listen brother, I’m gonna hire 100,000 screaming Hulkamaniacs as security guards. Just let those Baruchians try to get past me without I.D. Cards. I got a couple of 24″ pythons rating for action.” The Tickler supports Hogan’s plans, but more needs to be done. With seek Bull’s wardrobe in a state of despair and DSSG officers running amok, the Hulkster has his work cut out for him. “Well, let me tell you, brother, See! Bull’s wardrobe’s gotta go. He walks in those jeans one more time, these 24″ pythons are gonna fly. And the next time, brother, DSSG President Juan Ricardo writes idiotic letters to The Tickler, these 24″ pythons are gonna let loose on his head. I’m gonna crush him, brother, crush him.” While The Tickler feels these are good ideas, stronger measures must be taken to insure the security and well-being of Baruch students. However, Hogan’s ideas are excellent and should have been implemented long ago. The Tickler looks forward to Hogan’s leadership and his unwavering concern for the Baruch community.

IN THE ANUS OF HISTORY
THERE’S NEVER BEEN ANYTHING LIKE IT...
DIARRHEA FROM OUTERSPACE!

NOW! AT A Theatre near you
It’ll make you RUN with Excitement!
Rated X-Lax

THIS MAN DOESN’T HAVE AIDS
Neither Do His Sheep!
Safe Sex

A DAMP THANK - YOU
To The Editor:
As a student with 6 cats and 4 dogs I am happy that the Tickler made the switch from Baxter text newprint to the more absorbent northern newprint. Now cleaning up Doggy and Kitty Boo-boo’s newest newsprint runs all over, perhaps switching to crayon or invisible ink might available this nasty, dirty and embarrassing problem.

HOT MOVIES
To The Editor:
I normally keep my video tapes in the oven, is this a good idea?
Fister Applehead
A Deranged Student

YOU NEED A J-O-B
To The Editor:
I be Larry ”crack head” Davis and I be looking Foe work when I be getter outta Riker’s Island! I taught DAF DER MIGHT be some work Foe Me to do at Da Tickler like bein Da editor or some thin ike that!
Sincerely yo’s
Larry “crackhead” Davis

ID MISFIT KILLED
To The Editor:
I am still upset over the loss of my closest and dearest friend who was killed last week by Baruch Security. EERIE DANZIG, the friend I had known since I was able to speak is now dead at age twenty-one and only three credits away from his degree in perfecting insider trading.
It was the morning of March 15, 1988 when we approached the front desk of the 18th street lobby. Eerie realized he forgot his I.D. card and told this to the Security guard. After looking through his records he exclaimed, “Sorry Eerie! This is your third and last time without an I.D., step this way.” He followed the guard who led him to the open elevator doors where Eerie was pushed into the empty shaft.
The purpose of this letter is to tell everyone to carry their I.D. I’m also trying to intensify my own legal battle against Baruch Security. They continue to laugh at me and say they have never heard of EERIE DANZIG.

14 CREDIT BYPASS
To The Editor:
I am currently a senior majoring in accounting. The final course I need to graduate, Theoretical Theories in Accounting Theory, I have been shut out of 14 times. As a result, I have had to take 14 additional courses in philosophy and literature. Therefore, I have decided to major in Existential Philosophy of Greek Literature in order to graduate. This system sucks.
Sincerely,
Har Don

THE NORTH’S POLE
To The Editor:
As usual my copies of The Tickler have been arriving months late and I am extremely annoyed. It’s not like I’ve been pouting or crying, because I don’t do things like that but I am damn mad. And Donner and Comet, not to mention Cupid, have been arrested for insider trading. Not one mention in your pages, not one mention. And to top it all off, Mrs. Claus won’t let me lay a hand on her until she reads those Tickler Takes and Campus Capers. Please send soon, am getting horny.

Frustrated
Kris Kringle
North Pole.

WANTED
Dead or Alive

Name
John Greco
Caitlin Mellison
Ken Brown
Linda Zuech
Eric Kun
Mark Callahan
Shannon Breston
Laura Kryshak
Grace Palazzo

Crime
Telling Elaine Booher’s jokes
Impersonating a Spanish person
Imitating J.C.
Missusing a calculator
Arresting Democrats
Bigamy
Killing an ad
Stealing university sweatshirts
Lottering in The Tickler office
DSSG MISTAKENLY SAID TO SUPPORT CANDIDATE

By KENNETH BROWN

The Day Session Student Government denies that it is an official sponsor or connected in any official way with the Student For Jesse Committee.

According to flyers distributed around Baruch College bulletin boards, the Students For Jesse Committee was formed to organize student campaigners for the Rev. Jesse Jackson, a candidate for the 1988 Democratic presidential nomination. This committee is to be similar to others formed for this purpose at many colleges.

Two Referenda Considered For Ballot

Should DSSG Council Elect Its Chairperson?

By ROBERT COTTER

The Day Session Student Government has begun to petition for two referenda concerning the appointment of Day Session Student Council (chairperson) and the possibility of council members meeting during the summer session in order to propose club budgets.

According to Fran Genis (USA), vice president of the DSSG, executive members decided on changing the current policy of selecting a chairperson. Currently in the DSSG constitution, the candidate who receives the most student votes becomes chairperson of the Council.

"This method does not assure that the most qualified person will get the job," she said. Genis added that "It takes experience and knowledge to understand how the DSSG works - if a freshman is popular enough to get the most votes that does not mean that he is the most qualified!"

If the referendum vote is passed, Genis and the USA party's DSSG Presidential candidate, John Paul Patelli, stated that "the change would alter this system by having a chairperson selected by its (the council's) members. Patelli added that "We're trying to get rid of people who get the position, just because they are popular."

The second issue being petitioned is another constitutional amendment to allow the council to assemble during summer break and winter intersession, to plan the student activity budget. Gennis said, "This system would be more efficient, because the club budgets would already be in effect in the beginning of September, so we can address other issues during the school term."

Patelli added, "Efficiency is the reason for the second issue.

In order to get these referenda on the ballot during the May 2-4 elections, the DSSG needs 800 signatures (10% of the day session student body).

The government has collected 300 as of the weekend of March 24-25.
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Varsity Lockers Vandalized Twice

By SALVATORE F. BELLUOMO

For the second time this semester the Seventh floor varsity locker room in 17 Lexington Ave. has been vandalized.

According to student and DSSG member John Paul Patelli, "About four weeks ago, 12 to 15 lockers were destroyed. This time, was confirmed by Vincent Iannaco, director of security, who said that "the incident occurred between 3 a.m. and 4 a.m. and 4 a.m.

Apparantly nothing of any value was stolen. According to Ralph A. Siritani, equipment manager for Baruch College Athletic teams, "Mostly clothes were stolen, not much of anything else."

It seems that this case is not a simple case of criminals breaking into the lockers in order to steal valuable equipment. Rather, according to Iannaco, the incident report stated that "it was a case of criminal mischief, rather than larceny."

The general public has been asked to keep the area clean and to report any suspicious activity to the campus police.
A NEAR REPUTATION RISK

Recently, controversy has raged as to which Day Session Student Government supports United States presidential candidate Jesse Jackson. Flayers posted around Baruch have caught the attention of many students, as they claim that a "Students for Jesse Committee" is DSLG-sponsored. The flayers go so far as to say that those interested in receiving more information on the student government office and "get involved in the historical movement." The DSLG has denied all association with Jesse Jackson and the aforementioned flayers from others they don't want to be associated with.

Thank you for your attention.

Edward Connor, President, DSLG

EDITORIALS

LETTERS

STUDENT OBJECTIONS

Recently in our course politics was covered under the topic, "Politics in the American Mind." The expression "non-partisan" has been the special name given to the Jesse Jackson vote. Since he is non-partisan, he is able to stand in the middle of the campaign and get a fair amount of support from both sides. They also have the advantage along with their sparse support in this campaign. The Day Session Student Government (DSLG) run a government where the student body has the right to know what the candidates support. If DSLG really wants to be a part of the historical movement, it is always difficult, but we can still be a part of it. The criticism in improving organizational efficiency can go to the student government office and "get involved in the historical movement." DSLG operates. The flayers go so far as to say that those interested in receiving more information on the student government office and "get involved in the historical movement." DSLG has denied all association with Jesse Jackson and the aforementioned flayers from others they don't want to be associated with.

Thank you for your attention.

Edward Connor, President, DSLG

UPDATE ON CANDIDATES

All the aforementioned risks are arduous and tedious, the most important part of our job is the rewards for ourselves and, more importantly, what we receive. Besides this research, we are sure what government offices and what becomes of their $50 student activity fee. The DSLG has denied all association with Jesse Jackson and the aforementioned flayers from others they don't want to be associated with.

Thank you for your attention.

Edward Connor, President, DSLG

FLYER FOLLY

It is his concern that I see in my own coursework in Business. I am sure I am not the only one who has been affected by the non-partisan campaign. It is always difficult, but we can still be a part of it.

The criticism in improving organizational efficiency can go to the student government office and "get involved in the historical movement." DSLG operates. The flayers go so far as to say that those interested in receiving more information on the student government office and "get involved in the historical movement." DSLG has denied all association with Jesse Jackson and the aforementioned flayers from others they don't want to be associated with.

Thank you for your attention.

Edward Connor, President, DSLG

ATTENTION ADVERTISERS

Deadline for ads in issue No. 6 is April 13

Publication date is April 19

Quotation of the Frontispiece

"Come to the office of the DSLG on the 10th floor of the 22nd St., Bldg., and get involved in this historic political movement!"

posted by Juan Martinez, Chairman of the Students for Jesse Committee.

ATTENTION ADVERTISERS

Deadline for ads in issue No. 6 is April 13

Publication date is April 19

Quotation of the Frontispiece

"Come to the office of the DSLG on the 10th floor of the 22nd St., Bldg., and get involved in this historic political movement!"

posted by Juan Martinez, Chairman of the Students for Jesse Committee.
Blacks and Strong

(Continued from Page A3)

people who want to join the upper management ranks aren't offered to be hired. They have to accept the fact that at times they will face individuals who will always deny that blacks can make it. Students are pressed to perform in the image of their abilities and develop strategies to deal with the problem. Unfortunately some blacks choose to make an escape to deeps their cultural heritage. They thus fail professional organization opportunities to truly succeed. As long as they feel that this kind of participation will be perceived as substandard, blacks are disadvantaged minorities. A Baruch graduate now working at a big 4 accounting firm, who organizes community activities, “Concentrate America cannot afford not to have or lose the best candidates being all of us.” He pointed out that F resting magazine had offered Regional Lew his case as one of the few influential business woman of the National Black Press

Margaret Thatcher. Lewis is now perceived as one of the most formidable legal minds in New York. He holds an appointment in the new International Transnational Bank. He is remembered as the first to open the door for other African Americans. The young secretary went on, “When young blacks we have a logical thought process and understand the facts. We all have a similar racial value system.”

The winning entry will convey a sense of solidarity and should also capture the corporate image of a business school.
The Daily Student Council (CUNY) is presenting a Necessary "forum for discussing literatures out of the national setting and learn another approach to marginalized areas. The conference is organized with support from the Graduate School and University Center of the City University of New York. The conference will be held at the Brooklyn College Gallery for the exhibition, "The New Breed of MBA Student To Attend A Party in Celebration of the Rites of Spring and the End of the Semester."

This evening has been specially coordinated so you can network and mingle with colleagues from universities and colleges in the metropolitan area.

- Colombia
- New York University
- Baruch
- Pace
- Fordham
- Hunter
- Queens
- St. Johns
- Brooklyn
- Iona

DATE: Friday, May 20, 1988
TIME: 8:00 P.M. to Midnight
PLACE: THE GRAND BALLROOM AT THE COLUMNS
584 Broadway
(Between Houston & Prince Sts.)

$50.00 per person
Reservations Necessary
Call: (212) 596-GALA
VISA/MA/AMEX

Alcoholic Beverages Served
Super ID Required
21 years of age - NYS law

JACKET REQUIRED
The DSSG is sponsoring a PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE for the DSSG candidates on April 12, 1988 at 2 p.m.

in the Oak Lounge, Student Center 2nd floor

Get to know the candidates
Get to know the issues

Remember: An Informed Vote is the Best Vote!

Networking is the answer to not working

Career Day
Club Hours +, April 14, 1988
12:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Administrative Center Lounge
135 E 22nd Street

Topic:
Interviewing Strategies

Future Executive Contest
Door Prizes
First Prize: A genuine luxury car (keychain)
Second Prize: Six pack of Perrier
Third Prize: The Elements of Style
Fourth Prize: A red bow tie

Speaker:
Ellen Shepherd, Director of Administration,
Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa Exchange

Meet representatives from

OP-ED
DSSG
(Continued from Page A3)

want to support Jesse as individuals, that is to be respected. All of these members of the DSSG supports Jesse, as individual citizens that should be respected. It is the right of every American to support whom ever they choose to support. However, the DSSG went too far.

They are not supporting Jesse as individuals. They are using the Student government of Baruch College, a supposedly democratic entity, to support Jesse Jackson. "Will of the government, and in the end, the people, and for the people," in this case is in a distorted manner. It tells lies, it says, "All students support the Jackson Campaign." It's not true. The students were more sincere, the students were more honest. They want more services, they want more events.

"Forget this, such promises have not been kept." "Now, John Richards has decided along with his cronies that all the students want more services, more events."

"The students have not been asked."

"The students want more services, more events."

"The students want to support Jesse as individuals."

"That should be respected."

"If everyone of the OSSG supports Jesse, as citizens that should be respected."

"It is the right of every American to support whom ever they choose to support."

However, the DSSG has shown their true colors. They are liars and fakes. John Richards has stated on more than one occasion, "We are responding to the needs of the students. The students want more services, the students want more speakers, they want more events."

"Forget the fact, such promises have not been kept."

"Now, John Richards has decided along with his cronies that all the students want more services, more events."

"The Ticker is sponsoring a PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE for the DSSG candidates on April 12, 1988 at 2 p.m.

in the Oak Lounge, Student Center 2nd floor

Get to know the candidates
Get to know the issues

Remember: An Informed Vote is the Best Vote!

Office of Career Services
School of Business and Public Administration

Networking is the answer to not working

Career Day
Club Hours +, April 14, 1988
12:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Administrative Center Lounge
135 E 22nd Street

Topic:
Interviewing Strategies

Future Executive Contest
Door Prizes
First Prize: A genuine luxury car (keychain)
Second Prize: Six pack of Perrier
Third Prize: The Elements of Style
Fourth Prize: A red bow tie

Speaker:
Ellen Shepherd, Director of Administration,
Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa Exchange

Meet representatives from

ADP
Aetna
Anchin Block and Anchin, CPA
Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa Exchange
Con Edison
Dalcott, Hawkins & Sells
Drexel Burnham & Lambert
EDS
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Fieldcrest Cannon
Moore Stephens & Co., CPA
Mount Sinai Medical Center

New York City Department of Finance
Pershing Securities
Pitney Bowes
Premier Industrial Corporation
Proctor and Gamble
Quaker Oats
Taco Bell
Touche Ross
Xerox

Business Attire Required
Baruch College Blood Drive—Spring 1988

Ellen Adkisson
Jon Adler
Sam Ahn
Nina Apostolou
Donna Applegate
Nesta Arguees
Marie Arsenian
Anthony Avane
Louisa Attilo
Senda Avakian
Canu Babcock
Inez Azar
Charles Blachorsky
Gail Beach
Howard Berkenfeld
C. Bevilacqua
L. Banieiwicz
Michael Bigger
Inga Bigger
Shirli Blachorsky
Amelie Boissou
Lucille Bonaventure
Anne Bonnert
Judith Bonner
Mepo Caravolas
Jim Barnard
Peter Casto
Fred Chang
Raphael Chan
Sung Chang
Joel Cohen
Joyce Cohen
Ricci Cole
John Colin
William Connell
Maurice Conduait
Robert Cooper
Lucesa Cruz
Vincent d'Amore
Christine D'Antony
Stephen Davison
Christian Demers
Michael Delvecy
Valerie Donnelly
Douglas Drohan
Mary Dwyer
Andrea Duncan
Sara Elyshevitz
Ann Enright
Anthony Estrada
Jon Feldman
Reinaldo Fernandez
Jesse Ferre
William Ferus
Nina Ferus
Bruce Fitzgerald
Kathy Fok
David Fox
Rogers Frederika Watson (USA)
YOU ad- into the Department. Committee is not even the evening newspaper, when Blachorsky L. T Uni"ersity disabled. However, can do."
Ticker Soler can in we people Tesonero. movement. CIty - - 4th __ he could get s. because: c:::••• »
flyers and - -, of the part of the straight l'l{
class the she added. Robertson. "In this historical Upper tom students DSSG Council and then call EDUCAID. information. And then call EDUCAID. Robertson offers savings on deferred SLS and PLUS loans. CAPPED AT GRAD SAVES YOU MONEY! If you choose to defer your student loans, the interest will accrue and you will be charged the principal (capitalized) EDUCaid capitalizes only ONCE when you graduate or drop below half time. YOU DON'T PAY INTEREST while you are in school—a substantial savings to you.

See the Financial Aid administrator at your college for more information. And don't confuse EDUCaid with the Federal Stafford Loan Program.
YOU ARE

- A 35 mm "Animal" with a camera who loves to take pictures
- Creative, resourceful a Whiz in The darkroom who knows the intricacies of developing film.
- Willing to put in that extra effort to make "The Ticker" the best paper with pictures.

If you're right for the job see us in Room 301F student center during club hours.

WOMEN'S HEALTH CENTER
WE OFFER SAFE QUALITY GYNECOLOGY & ABDOMINAL SERVICES. OUR CENTER, A MODERN N.Y. STATE LICENSED FACILITY, OFFERS EXPERT CARE BY PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL.
PREGNANCY TESTS ARE FREE
(212) 758-6110
MON-SAT, AND EVENING APPOINTMENTS
CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE AND SEXUAL HEALTH, INC.
10 EAST 21ST STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10010
BLUE CROSS AND ALL HEALTH INSURANCE COVERS ABDOMINAL
MEDICARE — VISA — MASTER CHARGE
ALL SERVICES

FT. LAUDERDALE'S PREMIER CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB
18 YEARS AND OLDER ADMITTED
—— CELEBRATE —

SPRING BREAK '88
in Ft. Lauderdale
10 A.M. - 6 P.M. — POOLSIDE PARTIES
The Winner Will Be A Grand Prize in Paperboy Magazine — Cash Prizes for False Teeth, Improvised Swimwear —
Summers Gonna Be Here! Wear Your T-shirts Now On Sport! —
7:00 P.M. - 8:00 P.M. — COLLEGE HAPPY HOUR
ACTIVE ALUMNI STUDENTS BETWEEN 1 CLOCK AND 2 CLOCK
WRITER WITH PROPER ID.
ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRIFT BIS - $1.5
COMPETS IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZES!

DONORS WANTED
Soror will be held for artificial insemination.

EVENINGS
Sun. — Thurs. from 8 to 2
ENJOY THE BEACH IN FT. LAUDERDALE ON THE BEACH OR IN THE OCEAN.

SPRING BREAK '86
COURT BARTON TROPHY PARTY — SATURDAY, APRIL 5, 85
ONE FREE BAR DRAINS ON CRAFTS HAWAII SPECIALS 11 P.M. T. 7 A.M. WEEKEND
SUN. — THURS. FROM 8 TO 2 P.M.
PICK UP THE LATEST COPY OF "THE TIKER" AT THE TREASURY HOSTED BY A SCOUT-family DINNER HOURS

RELATIVELY NOT:
DAN TAKES A CHUNK OUT OF THE CHIMPUNKS
ALVIN BITES BACK

CBG Evening News anchor Dan Rather has done it again! No sooner does he publicize his book on the Chipmunks than he is outed as a pervert. By the time the story was verified by Rather at approximately 7:17 p.m., the verbal abuse had begun.

The Chipmunks, who are currently under FBI investigation, were being interviewed from their new office in January. "It's not the policy of Dan to employ the Chipmunks on a daily basis," Rather explained. The Chipmunks were recently released from the Chipmunk prison in Monticello as they were being interviewed from their new office in January.

Baruch Goes West...
But Why Wyoming?

RATHER NOT:
DAN TAKES A CHUNK OUT OF THE CHIMPUNKS
ALVIN BITES BACK

Baruch students often complain that they have enough time to study, but they are not sure how to make the best use of their time. They wish there were an easier way to get the info they need to get the job they want.

CHEAT YOUR WAY TO A SUCCESSFUL LIFE

In the March 1983 issue of the Society, the president's column was entitled "The Joy of Cheating." The author stated that cheating is not just a way to get ahead, but a way to get a "head start." The article went on to discuss the various ways in which cheating can be used to gain an advantage in life.

The Society distributes copies of the new magazine, "The Joy of Cheating," to its members. The society wishes to give its members an advantage in life. But, if you do not have enough time to study, you can cheat your way to a successful life.

Baruch Students Often Complain
That They Have Enough Time to Study.

They Wish There Were an Easier Way to Get the Info They Need to Get the Job They Want.

THE SATs ARE HARD...

The SATs are hard... but they don't have to be.

SATs are not just tests to measure your knowledge. They are also tests to measure your ability to think critically and solve problems.

SATs are not just tests to measure your knowledge. They are also tests to measure your ability to think critically and solve problems.

SATs are not just tests to measure your knowledge. They are also tests to measure your ability to think critically and solve problems.
TEACHER SEASON NOW OPEN

By N. BOLATE

Well-spoiled fans of Baruch's, it's that time of the year again. If you thought that the end of the school year meant the end of your teacher hunting days, think again. It is at this time of the year that the Baruch Hunt Club, currently the most active group on campus, is in full swing. This is the time when the Baruch Hunt Club holds its annual meetings and elections, where the newest teachers are welcomed into the fold. The meetings are open to all students, and it is a great opportunity to meet new teachers and learn more about the exciting world of teaching.

Winfield Arrested

By DEE STIRUTION

The well-spoiled young teacher, David Winfield, was arrested for theft after being caught stealing from the school's finances. The thief was found to have taken two months of financial aid awarded to another new teacher, who was later identified as Michael Winfield, a teacher at Baruch. The thief has admitted to stealing from the school's finances, and is now facing serious charges.

The kindest羌enest teacher is the one who never stops trying to improve. As a new teacher, it is important to be humble and eager to learn from others. Always be willing to ask questions and seek feedback. It is also important to be proactive and take initiative in your professional development.
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Tyson "Chaized" Out Of The Ring

By STARK KENT
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The well-spoiled young teacher, David Winfield, was arrested for theft after being caught stealing from the school's finances. The thief was found to have taken two months of financial aid awarded to another new teacher, who was later identified as Michael Winfield, a teacher at Baruch. The thief has admitted to stealing from the school's finances, and is now facing serious charges.

You feel the same fleeting moment of guilt as I do when I feel I have been ungrateful for something I have been given. It is a feeling of being grateful for what I have, and of wanting to do something to repay that favor. It is a feeling of being responsible for my actions and of wanting to make things right.
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SPRING BREAK IN NEW YORK
A GUIDE FOR A POOR MAN'S VACATION

BY DIANE LEFFER

Spring Break is here. Are you prepared, because you are stuck in a cold climate? Do you have the amount of money needed to get to Florida, Nevada, or the Bahamas? Maybe, you think you have the time, but here in New York City, spring break will be very short.

One of the reasons for living in the NYC area besides Brooklyn is the chance to travel without a plane. Like physical activity, go ice skating, or snowboarding, but not all at once. Grab a friend and go to the nearest 3rd-17th Ave. or 54th-85th St. Church Street on March 29, 1918, you can find the 3rd-17th Ave. branch of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. It is free to the public.

The Gold Medal was won by the same man in the last 10 years, but he didn't deserve it. The same man who got the gold medal in 1918 was voted by the International Association for the Agricultural Sciences. The gold medal is for scientific achievement in the agricultural sciences. The man who won it in 1918, the last time it was awarded, is now 100 years old.

The gold medal is for scientific achievement in the agricultural sciences. The man who won it in 1918, the last time it was awarded, is now 100 years old. He is the same man who was voted the gold medal in 1918, but he didn't deserve it.
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The gold medal is for scientific achievement in the agricultural sciences. The man who won it in 1918, the last time it was awarded, is now 100 years old. He is the same man who was voted the gold medal in 1918, but he didn't deserve it.
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Photographs were all personally included of many events. In different point of view. The New Times, to Liberty St., 720-6130. Broad all periods of my first visit to Latin America in 1977, which was to report on the violence in Central America. I lived there. Her photographs have appeared in many magazines of the world. She is the author of nine books, in both in New York and on the West Coast; the main one being the W.Eugene Smith Memorial Award in 1982 and the Barbuch four years ago. She has received the Fulbright-Hayes Commission, Ford Foundation, National Endowment for the Arts, and the Grant of the Rockefeller Foundation. An unusual museum center. Included are national monuments, a reconstruction of a fort built in 1812. Historical exhibits are the same time. “I feel it’s important to go back to the places where I’ve been...” She was recently interviewed for the Reston Republican. She is the author of the photo-essay, “EI Salvador: The Work of 30 photographers and those are the ones we have to keep going to...” Her photographs have appeared in many magazines of the world. She is the author of nine books, in both in New York and on the West Coast; the main one being the W.Eugene Smith Memorial Award in 1982 and the Barbuch four years ago. She has received the Fulbright-Hayes Commission, Ford Foundation, National Endowment for the Arts, and the Grant of the Rockefeller Foundation. An unusual museum center. Included are national monuments, a reconstruction of a fort built in 1812. Historical exhibits are the same time. “I feel it’s important to go back to the places where I’ve been...” She was recently interviewed for the Reston Republican. She is the author of the photo-essay, “EI Salvador: The Work of 30 photographers and those are the ones we have to keep going to...” Her photographs have appeared in many magazines of the world. She is the author of nine books, in both in New York and on the West Coast; the main one being the W.Eugene Smith Memorial Award in 1982 and the Barbuch four years ago. She has received the Fulbright-Hayes Commission, Ford Foundation, National Endowment for the Arts, and the Grant of the Rockefeller Foundation. An unusual museum center. Included are national monuments, a reconstruction of a fort built in 1812. Historical exhibits are the same time. “I feel it’s important to go back to the places where I’ve been...” She was recently interviewed for the Reston Republican. She is the author of the photo-essay, “EI Salvador: The Work of 30 photographers and those are the ones we have to keep going to...” Her photographs have appear...
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Ducks & Lightbulbs!

By Christy Ward

Without Uncle Charlie there would be no Uncle Charlie.

To Keep from staying off the path, one should be a Born To Be.

Some are born to Breathe. Breathe.

Without Uncle Charlie there would be no Uncle Charlie.

Winston Keddie

Some are born to Be a Breathe. Breathe.

Born to Be a Breathe. Breathe.

By Christy Ward

To Keep from staying off the path, one should be a Breathe. Breathe.

Some are born to Be a Born To Be.

without Uncle Charlie there would be no Uncle Charlie.
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by Berke Breathed

HIGH SEASON ON THE GREEK ISLES

By CAROL J. KELLY

Tourism is in high season on the Greek island of Rhodes. Stepping from the taxi, one who departs for the first time, is just as the spring has turned into the summer. Much more destructive than any other Greek island, Rhodes owns a beautiful harbor overlooking the island, but the sun never shines on it. Rhodes is not the sunniest in Greece. Rhodes is the sunniest in Greece.

High Season, 29th March
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Tourism is in high season on the Greek island of Rhodes. Stepping from the taxi, one who departs for the first time, is just as the spring has turned into the summer. Much more destructive than any other Greek island, Rhodes owns a beautiful harbor overlooking the island, but the sun never shines on it. Rhodes is not the sunniest in Greece. Rhodes is the sunniest in Greece.
You're not a big fan of fun? Don't dig live music? Well, you're about to get your heart broken. This is the story behind the Boston-based band Skin. Skin's music is a fusion of funk, pop, rock, and dance, along with their hot tempo and soulful, yet sharp, vocal delivery. It's a band that epitomizes the spirit of the times, with its youth- and soul-inspired sound that has captured the hearts of many. The band's success is due to their ability to combine different elements of music, creating a unique sound that is both fresh and innovative. Skin's music is a reflection of the youth, and their fans are drawn to it for the same reason. The band's dedication to their craft is evident in every note they play, and their passion for music is contagious. So, if you're looking for a fresh, exciting, and soulful band, Skin is the one for you. They're not just making music; they're making a statement. And they're doing it with style and flair. So, if you're ready to get up and dance to some great music, come see Skin live! They won't disappoint.
The New York Public Library

On Friday, April 8 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., poet Ken McConachy will read selections from his book, Dark Light, at The New York Public Library, 5th Avenue at 42nd Street. The program is sponsored by the Poetry Department, Poetry in Performance, and the Poetry Study Center.

The Metropolitan Synagogue of New York

April 14, 18, 22, and 25 from 8 to 9:30 p.m. (Continued from Page R7)

Robert Auslander, a pianist with the Stockholm Symphony Orchestra, will perform a recital on April 14 and 25. The program features works by Darius Milhaud, David Popper, and George Enescu.

DONATE TO THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY AT THREE TIMES ITS VALUE

Your gift of $100 will purchase a permanent library card, which will give the recipient access to all library branches. A gift of $250 will support the library’s special collections, which are not available elsewhere. A gift of $500 will help fund the library’s public programming, which is free and open to all.

The Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture

April 9, 10, and 11 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Continued from Page R7)

The Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture will present a series of free public programs on the theme of African American literature. The programs will explore the works of Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, and Zora Neale Hurston.

The New School for Social Research

April 10, 11, and 12 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Continued from Page R7)

The New School for Social Research will present a series of free public programs on the theme of African American literature. The programs will explore the works of Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, and Zora Neale Hurston.

The New York Public Library

April 11, 12, and 13 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Continued from Page R7)

The New York Public Library will present a series of free public programs on the theme of African American literature. The programs will explore the works of Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, and Zora Neale Hurston.

The New School for Social Research

April 12, 13, and 14 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Continued from Page R7)

The New School for Social Research will present a series of free public programs on the theme of African American literature. The programs will explore the works of Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, and Zora Neale Hurston.

The New York Public Library

April 13, 14, and 15 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Continued from Page R7)

The New York Public Library will present a series of free public programs on the theme of African American literature. The programs will explore the works of Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, and Zora Neale Hurston.

The New School for Social Research

April 14, 15, and 16 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Continued from Page R7)

The New School for Social Research will present a series of free public programs on the theme of African American literature. The programs will explore the works of Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, and Zora Neale Hurston.

The New York Public Library

April 15, 16, and 17 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Continued from Page R7)

The New York Public Library will present a series of free public programs on the theme of African American literature. The programs will explore the works of Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, and Zora Neale Hurston.

The New School for Social Research

April 16, 17, and 18 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Continued from Page R7)

The New School for Social Research will present a series of free public programs on the theme of African American literature. The programs will explore the works of Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, and Zora Neale Hurston.

The New York Public Library

April 17, 18, and 19 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Continued from Page R7)

The New York Public Library will present a series of free public programs on the theme of African American literature. The programs will explore the works of Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, and Zora Neale Hurston.

The New School for Social Research

April 18, 19, and 20 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Continued from Page R7)

The New School for Social Research will present a series of free public programs on the theme of African American literature. The programs will explore the works of Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, and Zora Neale Hurston.

The New York Public Library

April 19, 20, and 21 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Continued from Page R7)

The New York Public Library will present a series of free public programs on the theme of African American literature. The programs will explore the works of Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, and Zora Neale Hurston.

The New School for Social Research

April 20, 21, and 22 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Continued from Page R7)

The New School for Social Research will present a series of free public programs on the theme of African American literature. The programs will explore the works of Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, and Zora Neale Hurston.

The New York Public Library

April 21, 22, and 23 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Continued from Page R7)

The New York Public Library will present a series of free public programs on the theme of African American literature. The programs will explore the works of Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, and Zora Neale Hurston.

The New School for Social Research

April 22, 23, and 24 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Continued from Page R7)

The New School for Social Research will present a series of free public programs on the theme of African American literature. The programs will explore the works of Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, and Zora Neale Hurston.

The New York Public Library

April 23, 24, and 25 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Continued from Page R7)

The New York Public Library will present a series of free public programs on the theme of African American literature. The programs will explore the works of Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, and Zora Neale Hurston.

The New School for Social Research

April 24, 25, and 26 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Continued from Page R7)

The New School for Social Research will present a series of free public programs on the theme of African American literature. The programs will explore the works of Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, and Zora Neale Hurston.

The New York Public Library

April 25, 26, and 27 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Continued from Page R7)

The New York Public Library will present a series of free public programs on the theme of African American literature. The programs will explore the works of Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, and Zora Neale Hurston.
``The Godfather'' was the top choice for the best picture of 1974. The film has since been downgraded to an "R" rating.
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WHO WILL WIN IN THE AL?

By MICKEY KRAMER

It's that time of the year again, it's time for America's pastime—baseball. There has been talk this year that with the signing of Jack Clark, the Yankees have the power wrapped up. The Mets, on the other hand, made only minimal personnel changes, but their pitching remains strong. The Red Sox are the dark horse to win the AL East. There are some of the main teams in the AL East:

DETROIT TIGERS: As I said earlier, the Tigers could win the AL East. Their pitching is their strength. They have three solid starters in Jack Morris (18-9, 2.89 ERA), Frank Tanana (14-11, 5.49 ERA) and DAVE BUMGARNER. The three have combined for a total of 72 wins. They also have a solid setup man in Tom Seaver (3-2, 3.26 ERA) and a closer in Todd Jones (7-2, 1.97 ERA). The team is led by manager Jim Leyland, who has the best defensive team in the League. The offense is solid. The Tigers could win the AL East.

MINNESOTA TWINS: They are the team to beat in the AL Central. They have a good blend of pitching and hitting. The pitching is their strength. They have three solid starters in Kent Hrbek (9-4, 3.00 ERA), Mike Boddicker (10-12, 4.18 ERA) and Mike Ferrell (9-12, 3.29 ERA). The three have combined for a total of 17 wins. They also have a solid setup man in Tom Seaver (3-2, 3.26 ERA) and a closer in Todd Jones (7-2, 1.97 ERA). The team is led by manager Davey Johnson, who has the best defensive team in the League. The offense is solid. The Twins could win the AL Central.

CALIFORNIA ANGELS: They are the team to beat in the AL West. They have a good blend of pitching and hitting. The pitching is their strength. They have three solid starters in Scott Fletcher (13-9, 2.75 ERA), Dave Stieb (19-11, 3.25 ERA) and Mike Witt (11-8, 3.33 ERA). The three have combined for a total of 21 wins. They also have a solid setup man in Tom Seaver (3-2, 3.26 ERA) and a closer in Todd Jones (7-2, 1.97 ERA). The team is led by manager Tom Kelly, who has the best defensive team in the League. The offense is solid. The Angels could win the AL West.

This year could be a real good one, but after that it's up in the air.

By ROBERT MILLER

Zo! Zo! Zo! The Boston Red Sox have announced another deal that makes them a contender in the AL East. The deal is for pitcher Bill McCaffrey from the New York Mets. McCaffrey has been solid for the Mets and his addition will certainly help the Red Sox.
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Baseball’s Back In Season

By MARK CALLAHAN

When you walk outside this time of the season, you begin to notice a few things. The weather is getting warmer; the trees are starting to bloom; the flowers are beginning to blossom; winter is leaving and spring is here. Not only spring the season, but spring training. Baseball season is here and the Baruch team is ready.

Baruch is coming off a 9 - 12 impressive season last year when they advanced to the playoffs. "It has been approximately 12 years since the last time that Baruch was in a playoff game," said coach John Krochak. "I've been here 10 years in all: 10 as a player and 6 as a coach. We hadn't won then nor 2 years before that," he stated.

When one looks at the improvement of performance, like E.R.A., of this Baruch team, one can see that they have come a long way. "Three years ago, the E.R.A. of the team was as high as 12.00, and two years ago it was 7.00. Last year we had it down to under 4.00, and this year I expect it to be even lower," Krochak said. It makes sense that the team should do better than past years because of the familiarity of the teammates. Out of the 18 players on the team this year, 14 of them played last year.

The most positive aspect that the team has to look back on while going into this season is a game they played in Florida. Last summer, Baruch played Vapir, a professional, that's right, professional Italian team. Two of those players were even playing for major league teams. Baruch played an outstanding game, even though they lost in the ninth inning by one run 9 - 8, "This is the year to win if any year is. We have a good bunch of players. If Florida is any indication of what is to come, we definitely should be the surprise team," said Ed DeCastro, the starting shortstop.

If anyone thinks I'm going to complain about bad fan support like I always do, you are wrong. This time there is an excuse for poor support. A few years ago there was an incident on the team bus in which a non-player was injured and the school carries no insurance. Since that time, the school allows no one other than players on the bus to the games. Normally this would include just the away games, but in Baruch's case, it includes all games. Since the illustrious Baruch team doesn't have a baseball field, the team is forced to play either in Lehman, or in other teams' ballfields and call themselves the home team. This is like trying to picture the Mets going to St. Louis and telling the fans that they have to root for the Mets. That's a joke!

Men's Baseball Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>March 28</td>
<td>Jersey City State</td>
<td>3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>March 30</td>
<td>Western Connecticut</td>
<td>3:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>March 31</td>
<td>Hunter</td>
<td>3:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>April 4</td>
<td>Manhattan</td>
<td>3:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>April 6</td>
<td>USMMA</td>
<td>3:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>April 8</td>
<td>CCNY</td>
<td>1:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>April 11</td>
<td>Manhattan</td>
<td>3:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>April 13</td>
<td>Lehman</td>
<td>3:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>April 14</td>
<td>SUNY (Maritime)</td>
<td>3:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>April 17</td>
<td>Staten Island</td>
<td>11:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>April 19</td>
<td>Hunter</td>
<td>3:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>April 21</td>
<td>NYACK</td>
<td>3:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>April 23</td>
<td>Old Westbury</td>
<td>12:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>April 25</td>
<td>Queens</td>
<td>3:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>April 27</td>
<td>Lehman</td>
<td>3:30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even though the players are confident, they have a long road ahead of them as far as the teams that they must face. The hardest victory this year will have to be against Lehman. Lehman was unstoppable last year and went on to win the Nickerbocker conference, New York conference, and the E.C.A.C. (the East Coast Athletic Conference). Outside of all this, they have won their last 19 games. They will be the team to beat.

Baruch's first game will be against John Jay. The players are ready for this game. "I'll eat corn on the cob at my next meal," responded Reggie Benson, the centerfielder. The team is fired up for this first game, as you can see. Comments on the team continued with Rob Sammon saying, "We have a lot of good individual players. We have to stay together to be good.""This year's team is more cohesive. More people get along as a family. We have a good chance for the C.U.N.Y., but we have to keep our heads straight and in a good frame of mind," added Ed Vazquez. The players are ready; the coach is ready; now bring on the season.

The team is made up of good individual players who must play as a team to win. Players such as: Reggie Benson, outfield; Mo Betancourt, catcher; Ed DeCastro, shortstop; Rob Fernandez, pitcher; Frank Gonzalez, outfield; Luis Guerrero, infield; Nick Guggino, third base; Mark Johnson, catcher; Moon Kim, outfield/first base; Ron Leader, outfield; Matt Lipp, first base/DH; Joe Macchiardola, second base/pitcher; Caesar Medina, second base; Amado Montilla, outfield; Rob Serrano, pitcher/outfield; Rich Trillo, outfield; and Ed Vazquez, pitcher/outfield. The season will not be an easy one, for the players or the coach.